Maid Service Day 11

Teresa came in early again due to the restriction of the outfit she was wearing, she gave herself an even more generous safety margin to get into work. If there was heavy traffic or something else she was not sure what she would do. She walked about the hotel slowly in the piece and quiet of the early morning, before even the maids were busy there were a few cleaners and a few maintenance staff but mostly the hotel was deserted. Teresa didn’t really stop to appreciate where she worked the old building was a marvellous place when you stepped back to look at it. She had to admit that sometimes you spent more time looking at the fine detail of running your little bit of the place than taking a few steps back and admiring the whole thing. She just took a moment to relax and centre herself.

Teresa popped her head in the staff room she looked at the notice board the new additions were, a collection for a local cat rescue centre and a notice about being careful when washing the floors to display the signs. Teresa looked more closely at the notice apparently someone had tripped over the caution wet floor sign which was a little funny, she imagined it happening to Bob or Emily it was less funny. The door opened a woman she had not seen before walked in she had a badge saying trainee on it behind her was Janice she waving to Teresa. Janice grinned “give us a minute” the woman with her was obviously a trainee taken on to keep the hotel staff numbers the same. 

For a brief moment Teresa searched her brain she might have seen the girl before. Janice was starting to wrap up her duties in the hotel starting to show her replacement around she finished the presentation. Teresa walked over to them “this is Teresa” the woman shook hands Teresa smiled “I have seen you before you worked agency with the cleaners didn’t you.” The trainee smiled “that’s right my name’s Irene” Teresa gave her a friendly pat on the shoulder “welcome to housekeeping.” She grinned reassured “thanks I have to go.” Janice looked at her the woman half grinned “I remember where the admin office is.” The new woman Irene dashed of to another meeting to go over some forms. If Teresa remembered procedure correctly she had to read through the company health and safety policy then take a brief test.

Janice giggled and pulled Teresa into a hug griping her tightly, “so you’re still locked up nice and tight darling.” Teresa giggled in response “oh a little bit tighter.” Teresa had admired her waist in the mirror this morning her figure was certainly improving along with her posture. She now had her waist tightened down to 24 inch which was the tightest she had ever had it, much smaller that the time that Emily had showed her a corset. That she had in the back of her cupboard and they had briefly experimented with a bit of tight lacing.

Janice moved Teresa hands down to her own hips so that she could feel the tightness of the belt locked around her. She grinned “Delilah plans, I mean mistress Delilah plans to get me down to 18 inches!” Teresa felt the sleek metal it was tightly locked around Janice. She grinned “wow” Janice smiled “can you imagine that she got it down to 21 inches last night, just feel how tight it is.” Teresa smiled “I have a bit more to go do you think we can end up matching?” Janice grinned “maybe who knows right?”

Teresa joked with her “it must be nice to have a powerful mistress someone rich like Delilah.” Janice had a big grin on her face, “she is very demanding but very rewarding.” Teresa smiled “ok Janice now you have the ear of one of the hotel chain’s major shareholders what is that like, if you don’t mind me prying?” Janice remarked “suddenly all the supervisors and mangers know my name how strange!” They giggled Janice smiled “I read somewhere that the slaves of the old sultans and rulers had it better than some of the nobility, as a metaphor I may be a collared slave girl but I am the bosses slave girl.” Teresa cuddled her “it’s a shame and a truth that it’s often not how hard you work or how long you work but who you know that gets you a bit of respect.” There was a moment of understand between them and they hugged each other closer not out of love or lust but just because there was shared clarity.

Teresa did notice one thing when they hugged Janice was a good two or three inches taller. Teresa joked with her holding her hand up to her forehead “did you just have a growth spurt or did I shrink?” Janice grinned “Well last night I described the shoes you were wearing to Mistress Delilah, she said that she remembered a pair like them from a meeting of the society.” Teresa had to know more she nervously asked “What’s the society?” Janice shrugged “well the best I can tell is it’s a bunch of rich people who like to play dress up most of them are into some sort of bondage but there are a wide variety of fetishists, Mistress Delilah said she would show me off later this year get a few additional toys for me to play with.” Janice listened intently “she is on the committee that governs it,” Janice paused again “I think she said that she was the finance officer I was a little busy at the time. Mistress dose have a head for figures. Anyway through the society contacts she found a place that sells them look” Teresa inspected the shoes they were like her locking heels only with an inch platform on them and they were a dark red which looked nice. Teresa admired her own they were dark black they went well with her maids outfit.

Teresa grinned “Janice I hope you don’t mind me asking I know you are packing up and moving in with Delilah but what are you going to do all day?” Janice looked a little taken aback finally she shrugged “to be honest with you Mistress mentioned a new position for me, she was vague honestly I am not sure but she has something in mind.” Teresa giggled “I can imagine she has a dungeon with all sorts of positions for you but seriously you are moving up in the world.” Janice grinned “Maybe mistress Delilah has some potential promotion for me, I was looking to be a supervisor I know a bit about a mangers duties but seriously I don’t know that much!” Janice was starting to look a little worried. Teresa hugged her “your smart your tenacious you will adapt.”

Janice looked reassured “so Teresa did you have that conversation with Emily I think she was a sub to start off with but she soon got on the top position.” Teresa was a little nervous “we did have that talk but how do you know that?” Janice smiled “I have met a few society members they did remember Emily she is part of the society how did you think she managed to get me in so easily?” Teresa had not really thought about how easy it had been to get Janice packed off almost like Emily had done it before she had the links the contacts people who assumed it was just a consensual game to begin with. Teresa smiled “that explains a few things. I had the conversation with Emily about switching rolls once in a while, she might do it but she talked about in the long run perhaps finding a mistress that was busy and having her slave over for a play date to give me a bit of time playing a dom.” Janice patted Teresa on the shoulder “she belongs to the society she knows lots of people she will be able to find someone easy who wants to play around a bit.” 

Janice had a little smile on her lips “you’re lucky Teresa you get to mix business and pleasure at least for a few more days.” Teresa smiles “I have to say that this special duty has perks.” She grinned like a Cheshire cat as Janice continued to probe “that guest how is she doing?” Teresa grinned back “tied up tight teased, she hasn’t been able to cum at all.” Janice grinned “you’re a meanie I bet she is just like a fire cracker with a short fuse ready to explode” Teresa giggled “are we in the same situation?” “Mistress Delilah doesn’t mind me having an orgasm as long as she gets to watch me squirm Emily on the other hand I think she Is a bit more of the patient sort when it comes to watching a girl stew I think your going to have to wait a while dear.” Teresa had to agree with that assessment. Janice looked at her watch “sorry got to go we have to chat later ok” they nodded and Janice headed off moving quite a bit slower than she had the previous day with her higher heels.

Teresa headed off to her own special assignment she had this day and three more left, it fulfilled a need in her that she hadn’t realised needed to be scratched. She was going to make the most of the opportunity; she hoped that the guest was getting everything out of it that she wanted. Teresa could not imagine how desperately horny the blond woman must be bound up tight like that in the ridged hogtie with the massive vibrator constantly assaulting her body. Teresa grinned with the vibrator on a setting just below the level letting her come and what it must be like knowing relief was just out of her reach, driving her insane. 

Teresa had to admire the woman she was a true sadist they way she had planned out every part of her punishment the careful deliberate nature of one layer of restraint on top of another, god knows how long she had spent planning this. Teresa opened the door to the hotel room and strode in confident Dominant. She was determined to enjoy every sight smell touch and sound of this experience while it lasted. Her guest seemed to be writhing in her bonds along with the low humming of the vibrator, if she listened hard Teresa was sure that she could hear her muffled begging to be allowed to climax. Teresa looked at the note but ignored it for a second she went to a mirror she adjusted her stockings her naughty accessories the frilly fetish maids uniform she looked the part for the guest for herself. She looked at the note; it looks like at least the guest was going to be coming now. 

Note 11th May

Dear Maid 

Please remember keep me bound 
.
The riding crop and a timer, please set it for twenty-five minutes, thank you so much.

Please feed me with the feeding pump again, 

The paddle on the chair, please set the timer for one hour of spanking time.

Please let me use the facilities, 

Please use the strap-on on in the night stand it is large with a blunt round tip a long curved ribbed shaft, there are electric studs at the end that give a little shock when it is sunk up to the base, please give me a good seeing to, in my naughty ass

Then use one of the litre enema bags with two sashays. Leave me retaining it, please tightly hog tie me when you are finished.

The vibrator please set it up to intensity 3 please plug me in, strap me and turn me on, 
.
Thank you most kindly

A generous tip is on the night stand when you are finished.

Elizabeth’s body was burning with desire, she was hot panting sweaty stuck between the rubber sheet and the mattress. If she didn’t come very soon they would be putting her in a straight jacket for real in a real asylum. Maybe they would just keep her like this not bothering to unwrap her just chuck her into the padded room done up like this, her own jokes were not funny she wondered what she would be like after all this time. Would she need to show a bit of control, if she ever did get out of this she would make sure that a guy was not taken before she flirted with them. She thought that she had narrowed it down to one guy he was cute but not worth this level of aggravation. No man in the world was worth putting up with this, at least part of her brain thought before the other side started to fantasize about a man or woman finding her like this and completing the promise of the frustratingly continuous vibrator.

The door opened not that Elizabeth really noticed over the buzzing of the vibrator, she was away in her own world. The maid only really came to her attention when she started to gently trace the edges of Elizabeth’s nipples though the tight material of the rubber sheet. Elizabeth could feel her arousal building the touch was welcome it went on and on. Then there was the outside of her hood being kissed the rest of her body being caressed again and again the touch of another she was almost in heaven again. The maid stopped and removed the rubber sheet holding Elizabeth down taking time and care to neatly fold it away. She unplugged the vibrator but it stayed in place lodged deep inside Elizabeth’s desperate aching body. The maid gently massaged Elizabeth’s legs some more she rotated her onto her side still tightly hogtied then onto her front paying attention to every part of her bound body. It was frustrating and exhilarating at the same time. Finally Elizabeth was parked in the centre of the bed, she knew what was going to happen next it would cause a pleasant warmth to spread though her body but she would have no release. 

The maid proceeded to use the riding crop on Elizabeth’s breasts she varied her attacks. A few slow gentle strokes like a lovers caress on one breast a few heavy thumps on the other a kiss a tickle then more blows striking form every direction crossing over older faded marks. Eventually the maid finished she went away giving Elizabeth time to stop and think time to feel every burning mark left on her body. Then the maid was back and she was force feeding Elizabeth, as the food entered her body the chemicals mixed with it worked a little on her senses making the pain less the pleasure more, it was only a little but it took the edge form the sting of the crop.

She was rolled onto her stomach then the hogtie was released Elizabeth felt her legs creak then she unfolded like a spring or a hinge, it felt so good then there were cramps. Then the maid was massaging her poor legs, it felt so good her legs must have looked amazing with the ballet heel boots. Elizabeth got her usual diciplinasize the maid was showing the same energy that she had but she was going about everything in a very deliberate manner. It meant that Elizabeth spent much more time on her feet slowly going around and around she spent more time on her toes so it was even worse. She was made to walk around on ballet heels while being paddled her bottom must be one big cherry red bruise. Every step forced the plugs to move around inside her in most pleasing ways but it was not enough still Elizabeth hoped. Elizabeth was allowed to rest for a minute, but it was only a minute before she was hauled into the bath room being tightly and firmly controlled as ever. There was the usual sponge this time there was extra soap and the maid was very slow stretching it out until it was some sort of torture. Then there was more teasing to her freshly washed body then helplessness and the removal of the butt plug.

Things changed there and then there was a deviation form the established routine, Elizabeth was intrigued what was going to happen to her? Elizabeth was then lead very slowly back into the bedroom. That was an unusual break from the routine something else must be added to it, Elizabeth though and why was her back passage suddenly clear? She imagined that she was about to find out it was the first time in a very long time that she had not been tightly plugged!

The maid gently pushed Elizabeth onto the bed face down so that she was kneeling on the floor with her bottom up in the air. Elizabeth realised that there was something else to come would she like it or hate it, there was little chance that she could resist. The maid took her frilly skirt off she looked over the strap on and with regret removed the internal plug the only one getting any pleasure out of this would be the guest. The maid put the strap-on on over her chastity belt and strapped it tightly in place. The little device under her belt was comfortable the one going in Elizabeth’s ass was large dwarfing the plug that had just occupied Elizabeth’s cute round bottom. It was metallic on the end like a big ball bearing. The shaft was long and curved upwards the ribs were solid and frequent. The maid lubricated the shaft with some sort of jelly she used some on Elizabeth’s ass Elizabeth had no illusions about what was going to happen. The thought of the electric studs made the maid feel tingly inside she was not sure if Elisabeth was lucky or crazy or both.

Elizabeth suddenly felt the maid on top of her the tip of the shaft pressed against her ass the plugs she had endured one after another had slowly been building up to this point. The maid pushed down gently as she got closer to the guest, her hands reached out and began to play with Elizabeth’s breasts while her legs wrapped around Elizabeth’s. The shaft sank deeper and deeper into Elizabeth’s ass, it was so large she could barely take it yet the maid gripped her tighter and tighter and the shaft continued to go deeper and deeper. Elizabeth could feel her body responding to this it was getting more and more excited. Another few inches and it sank all the way, Elizabeth felt full a strange and peculiar sensation. There was a substantial electric shock deep inside Elizabeth’s ass causing her to squirm against the maid tightly holding her body.

The maid slowly drew the monster out of her body then slowly pushed it in again all the way down until it delivered another shock. It just turned her on more her body was conditioned to react to pain, humiliation and domination with lust. Elizabeth struggled uselessly against her bonds, as the maid slowly withdrew then sank the shaft into her helpless body in a slow relentless rhythm. The maid got faster and faster then Elizabeth exploded into the most satisfying orgasm of her life, after over a week of testing and denial she was very happy the wiring in her brain would never be the same again, she felt her world explode even though her body remained pinioned and bound.

The maid was not yet satisfied she was relentless and continued to screw Elizabeth with the strap on until she came twice more. Her body would ache for a good long time after that, any plug would seem rather small by comparison. The maid spoke “I am certain you have been given a good seeing to” she patted Elizabeth on the ass then went to cleanup the toy. Elizabeth was dragged into the bathroom more carried than dragged really. Soon the new butt plug made its home in Elizabeth’s stretched rear then the enema. Firmly plugged one again Elizabeth was returned her usual position on the bed and her tight hogtie followed soon after a merciful bit of rest by comparison she had about five minutes to relax it was all relative.

The maid adjusted the sex toy onto the third setting, Elizabeth was now wondering if it would be worse to be constantly forced to orgasm with no way of stopping it,  rather than to be denied. She was soon going to find out she would not be getting very much sleep any time soon. It was soon on humming at the third setting enough to slowly force her to orgasm again and again until her mind was fried. Elizabeth could already feel the orgasm building deep in her weary body. The maid wrapped her up in the rubber sheet then switched of the lights. She bent down and kissed her on the top of her hood “I guess today was your day”. She shut the door grinning from ear to ear.

Teresa returned to the staff room filled in a bit of paperwork chatted to Bob and a few other staff members. She grabbed her coat and headed out she would see Emily they would make plans for that evening, then she would see what the night held in store for her. She paused there was something going on at the security station.

Teresa saw Emily chatting to a woman; Emily was in uniform looking as good as ever she was acting a little differently she looked at home yet more formal. Teresa recognised the body language from when they played? The other woman was wearing a business pants suit with high heels. The suit was red the heels were needle thin four inches tall easily, with very elegant buckles they screamed expensive. The woman was actually wearing vinyl she must be very hot under that lot. Teresa made a guess at vinyl the suit was not made out of some mundane fabric it was tight and shiny and sexy but also dominating it emphasised that. Teresa remembered what Janice had said to her about Emily, that she was part of this society of fetishists the other woman must also be a member of it judging from her outfit. The woman had a dominant air to her Teresa made a guess that this woman was Mistress Delilah one of the share holders in the hotel chain, it was a wild guess but then she really didn’t know any other member of the society with a link to the hotel.

Teresa would be a good girl trying not to embarrass Emily she waited for them to finish and walked up she addressed her own partner playing a roll, “Mistress Emily” then addressed the other woman as “Mistress Delilah.” Teresa took up position beside Emily awaiting for the other mistress to speak to her or for Emily to give her some direction. She had to play this carefully for both her professional and social life. The woman seemed to glide over to her. She put one finger under Teresa’s chin and lifted her head up “My dear how do you know my name we have never met to the best of my recollection?” Teresa felt her body shaking she could not look away she felt a nervousness building inside her. She nervously mumbled “Mistress Delilah Janice mentioned you.” The woman grinned “Oh yes Teresa isn’t it as I recall a little altercation between you and dear Janice deposed her in my lap correct.” Teresa managed a little more speech coming-out a tiny “yes.” Delilah looked at Emily as if asking for permission or seeing if there was a challenge to her authority. There was no challenge mistress Delilah spoke “lets have a look at this little filly, not bad not bad.” she made a quick check over Teresa then grinned “not a bad catch quite promising Emily.”

Teresa meekly moved behind Emily as soon as the woman’s attention switched back to Emily, while Delilah spoke to Emily Teresa might well have disappeared for all the mistress seemed to notice. She just stood there and waited. After all she was not a very experienced mistress or slave she had a lot to learn form both sides of the equation. Delilah grinned “Make sure to keep a firm hand on them at all times when you start there training.” Emily was taking a few tips from Janice’s benefactor they had met before at society clubs and functions chatted about various things half of which Teresa didn’t quite understand, she mentioned  an Egyptian themed Halloween do where half the people had been mummified wild parties in one place or another, it all sounded fun if scary. In the end Delilah slapped Emily on the shoulder in a solid way she, kissed her on the cheek to say good bye “I didn’t know we were part of same company” gesturing towards Emily.

Delilah walked off Emily noted how Teresa was very polite in front of her, “very good girl you were well behaved.” Emily hugged her “don’t worry too much from what I understand Delilah is ok she can take a joke, but don’t push it or your bottom will be a matching shade of red to her outfit.” that got a smile from her. Teresa grinned “ok you have to spill the beans secret societies private clubs your life is much more interesting that you let on” Emily grinned “it’s a private group for people who enjoy doing what we do and other similar things. “ Teresa looked at her questioningly Emily grinned “later tonight I will let you know about the society and maybe we can look online at getting some massage oils maybe to match the scented candles” Teresa grinned at her.


